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Abstract

The case difference heuristic (CDH) approach is a
knowledge-light method for learning case adapta-
tion knowledge from the case base of a case-based
reasoning system. Given a pair of cases, the CDH
approach attributes the difference in their solutions
to the difference in the problems they solve, and
generates adaptation rules to adjust solutions ac-
cordingly when a retrieved case and new query
have similar problem differences. As an alterna-
tive to learning adaptation rules, several researchers
have applied neural networks to learn to predict so-
lution differences from problem differences. Previ-
ous work on such approaches has assumed that the
feature set describing problems is predefined. This
paper investigates a two-phase process combining
deep learning for feature extraction and neural net-
work based adaptation learning from extracted fea-
tures. Its performance is demonstrated in a re-
gression task on an image data: predicting age
given the image of a face. Results show that the
combined process can successfully learn adaptation
knowledge applicable to nonsymbolic differences
in cases. The CBR system achieves slightly lower
performance overall than a baseline deep network
regressor, but better performance than the baseline
on novel queries.

1 Introduction
A case-based reasoning (CBR) system solves new queries by
retrieving a similar case from the case base (e.g., Aamodt
and Plaza [1994]; Kolodner [1993]; Leake [1996]; López de
Mántaras et al. [2005]; Riesbeck and Schank [1989]; Richter
and Weber [2013]). If the solution of the retrieved case does
not apply to the query, then an adaptation process modifies the
solution to respond to situation differences. After the query
is successfully solved, it is stored as a new case in the case
base for future use. While a case base with good coverage
and a good retrieval model allows the CBR system to retrieve
similar cases, the case adaptation model determines the flexi-
bility of the system to adjust the retrieved solutions for novel
queries.

From the early days of CBR, adaptation has often been
done using expert knowledge encoded in hand-crafted adap-
tation rules (e.g., Hammond [1989]). To alleviate the bur-
den of knowledge engineering, the case difference heuris-
tic (CDH) approach extracts case adaptation knowledge from
cases in the case base [Hanney and Keane, 1996]. The CDH
approach collects pairs of cases from the case base, and gen-
erates rules that attribute the difference in the problem de-
scriptions (the problem difference) of a pair to the differ-
ence in their solution descriptions (the solution difference).
The problem difference determines the antecedent of the new
adaptation rule, and the solution difference determines its
consequent. The resulting rules have the following form: If
the problem difference between a query Q and the problem
of a retrieved case C matches the problem difference of a rule
R, then the solution difference of R can be applied to the so-
lution of the retrieved case C. For regression tasks, the con-
sequent might be a numeric change to be applied to the pre-
dicted value of a retrieved case by addition, multiplication, or
more complicated means. Furthermore, multiple rules can be
generalized into one if they share similar preconditions and
effects [Hanney and Keane, 1996].

Deep learning (DL), using deep neural networks and often
learning from massive amounts of data, has shown the ability
to extract useful features from nonsymbolic data. It has been
highly successful in many task domains, especially those re-
sistant to other AI methods, such as computer vision tasks
[Sinha et al., 2018].

The CBR community has brought neural networks to CDH,
using neural networks to learn adaptation knowledge from
pairs of cases [Policastro et al., 2003, 2006; Liao et al., 2018;
Wiratunga et al., 2006; Leake et al., 2021]. Up to this point,
such approaches have used network learning to learn adapta-
tions based on differences in sets of predefined features. They
have not attempted to exploit one of the noteworthy strengths
of deep learning: the ability to learn useful features from data.

This study extends previous work on a neural network
based CDH method, NN-CDH [Leake et al., 2021] by us-
ing a deep neural network to extract features, which are used
both for retrieval and as inputs to adaptation knowledge learn-
ing using NN-CDH. From the perspective of CBR, the novel
contribution of this paper is to use DL-generated features for
adaptation learning. From the perspective of DL, the novel
contribution is to use CBR-style adaptation to handle novel
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queries. The proposed method, deep neural network based
CDH (DL-CDH), is used in a CBR system for a computer vi-
sion task of predicting the age of a person from their facial
image. System performance is compared to that of a standard
DL regression model and a retrieval-only system.

By using DL-CDH, our CBR system improves the solution
provided by its retrieval stage using adaptation knowledge
that does not require engineered features. It achieves slightly
lower accuracy than a counterpart DL regressor, while car-
rying benefits of CBR such as explanation by cases and lazy
incremental learning. Moreover, the CBR system can outper-
form the DL regressor for out-of-distribution queries by using
adaptation knowledge learned by DL-CDH.

2 Background
2.1 Image Processing using CBR
CBR researchers have been tackling computer vision prob-
lems for some time. Perner [2001] describes image interpre-
tation as a multi-level process, from pre-processing pixels at
low levels, to segmenting and extracting features at interme-
diate levels, to classification and understanding at high levels.
She proposes using CBR on different levels, mostly focusing
on the case representation of images and the similarity mea-
sure between cases. A series of works follows this line of
research [Perner et al., 2005; Wilson and O’Sullivan, 2008;
Perner, 2017]. In a recent survey Perner [2017] reviews appli-
cations of CBR in parameter selection, image interpretation,
incremental prototype-based classification, novelty detection,
and 1-D signal representation.

A more recent survey of CBR work [Barman et al., 2020]
reports on multiple works on CBR image processing sys-
tems following a framework in which features extracted from
images and their class labels are combined into cases upon
which CBR systems operate. This framework can be con-
sidered as a simpler version of that in Perner [2001]. The
research projects surveyed in this study focus on feature ex-
traction and case retrieval for a wide range of domains.

Object detection and classification is a more direct problem
in image interpretation. Turner et al. [2018] use a Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN) to extract features and identify
parts. Features and parts are used as a case’s problem descrip-
tion and the object label is the solution description. In con-
trast to the work in Barman et al. [2020], they perform novel
object discovery using CBR, by retaining a case if the system
deems the case novel, and retrieving and reusing this new case
later. Turner et al. [2019] further extend this approach by in-
tegrating it with a CNN, so that familiar queries are handled
by a CNN while novel queries, when the CNN displays high
uncertainty in its output, are handled by a CBR system. The
approach in this study is consistent with the framework by
Barman et al. [2020] and also uses a CNN for feature extrac-
tion as Turner et al. [2018], adding learned case adaptation.

2.2 Siamese Networks as a Similarity Measure
A Siamese network takes two input vectors, extracts features
from each input using the same feature extraction network,
passes the extracted features into a distance layer, and cal-
culates the distance between them [Bromley et al., 1993a,b].

Similar to Martin et al. [2017] and Mathisen et al. [2019],
this study uses a Siamese network as a similarity measure for
case retrieval in CBR.

Wetzel et al. [2020] use a Siamese network to predict the
target value differences given two data points. This approach
can predict a target value of a query by pairing it with a data
point, predicting the target value difference, and adding it
back to the target value of the data point. Their method pre-
dicts a target value by projecting from an ensemble of training
data points. This is in spirit very similar to the case difference
heuristic methods described in the following section.

2.3 Adaptation Based on Features Extracted by
Neural Networks

For the purpose of generating semi-factual and counterfactual
case explanations, Kenny and Keane [2020] use a convolu-
tional neural network to extract features, identify and modify
exceptional features, and visualize the modified feature as an
image using a generative adversarial network (GAN). Their
work adapts the features generated by DL, while our work is
adapting case solutions.

2.4 Neural Network Based Applications of the
Case Difference Heuristic

Much research has investigated symbolic AI methods for
reasoning about case differences to generate case adap-
tation rules (e.g., Hanney and Keane [1996]; Jalali and
Leake [2013]; McDonnell and Cunningham [2006]; McSh-
erry [1998]; Wilke et al. [1997]; D’Aquin et al. [2007];
Wiratunga et al. [2006]). Of particular interest here is how
network methods have been used for case difference heuris-
tic processes. Policastro et al. [2003, 2006] and Liao et al.
[2018] use neural networks to learn relationships between
problem differences and solution differences, and use these
networks to predict a solution difference from a problem dif-
ference.

Inspired by previous work in network-based CDH, Leake
et al. [2021] develops a neural network based CDH approach,
NN-CDH, in which a neural network learns to predict solu-
tion differences for regression problems based on the con-
text of adaptation and the problem difference. NN-CDH has
shown good results in improving retrieval results. In addition,
in initial tests for scenarios in which when domain knowledge
is hard to learn, such as novel queries in high dimensionality,
the CBR system using NN-CDH for adaptation could outper-
form a baseline neural network regressor. Extending the work
in Leake et al. [2021], this study:

1. Uses features extracted by a deep neural network as
problem descriptions of cases and learns adaptation
knowledge from extracted features;

2. Evaluates the effects of CDH adaptations on a CBR sys-
tem with two different retrieval methods.

3. Compares the performance of the CBR system with its
counterpart DL system (instead of a neural network sys-
tem which is compared with NN-CDH) in an image do-
main task (instead of tabular data domains).



2.5 Age Prediction from Facial Images using Deep
Learning

This study examines the age prediction task involving out-of-
distribution (OOD) samples. Age prediction is a well-studied
topic in computer vision. Interestingly it is tackled both as
a classification problem [Levi and Hassner, 2015; Duan et
al., 2018] and as a regression problem [Ranjan et al., 2015].
An ensemble attentional convolutional network is proposed in
Abdolrashidi et al. [2020] to accomplish both age and gender
prediction tasks. Bulusu et al. [2020] survey the detection
of OOD data in DL, but handling of OOD data is one step
beyond detection. To handle biases in age, ethnicity, and gen-
der prediction, Cao et al. [2021] proposed distribution-aware
techniques in data augmentation and data curation to ensure
fairness.

This study does not try to surpass state-of-art age predic-
tion studies (see Cao et al. [2021]). Instead we chose this
task to test the effectiveness of the DL-CDH approach and
the benefit of CDH adaptation in DL tasks involving OOD
samples.

3 A Deep Learning Based Case Difference
Heuristic Approach

Similarly to its predecessor NN-CDH, DL-CDH learns adap-
tation knowledge by training a neural network over pairs of
cases to predict solution difference based on problem differ-
ence (and adaptation context). In our testbed system, DL-
CDH is implemented as a feedforward neural network with
dense layers and dropout layers. However, the adaptation
network of DL-CDH does not learn directly from the prob-
lem descriptions of the cases. Instead, the adaptation network
learns using features extracted from a deep neural network for
problem representations. Given a pair of cases, the network
takes the pair of extracted features as input and outputs the
predicted age difference between the two cases.

A CBR system solving DL regression tasks can use DL-
CDH as its adaptation process. Given a query, the CBR sys-
tem first retrieves a case. Then a deep neural network extracts
the features of the query and the retrieved case. DL-CDH
uses their features to predict the solution difference between
the query and the retrieved case. Last, this solution difference
is applied to the solution of the retrieved case to yield the final
solution.

4 Evaluation
4.1 Dataset and Preprocessing
We evaluate the perfomance of DL-CDH for the task of pre-
dicting the age of a person given the image of a face. We
used Wikipedia images from the IMDB-WIKI dataset [Rothe
et al., 2018]. We filtered out all images with no face or more
than one face, yielding a new dataset containing 22578 face
images, each of which is a 224×224 image with RGB values
per pixel, labeled with an age ranging from 1 to 100. The age
distribution is shown in Figure 1.

We used a pretrained CNN with the vgg-vd-16 [Simonyan
and Zisserman, 2015] architecture to extract features from
face images. The CNN is pretrained on the vgg-face dataset

Figure 1: Age distribution of wiki dataset

[Parkhi et al., 2015] for face recognition task. We pass all
images to the CNN and convert each image x into a case with
a feature vector of 2622 dimensions and associated with a so-
lution label, a numeric value sol(x) representing the age of
the image subject. We refer to the feature extractor function
(VGG-Face CNN) as f , and the extracted features of a case x
is f(x) = (x1, x2..., x2622).

The data set is prepared for experiments in two settings:

1. Normal Setting: The cases are used in a 10-fold cross-
validation, where 80% of the cases are used for training,
10% for validation and 10% for testing.

2. Novel Query Setting: The cases of age 20-50 are used
in a 10-fold cross-validation with 90% cases for training
and 10% for validation, while cases of age 0-20, 50-70,
and >70 are respectively used as testing queries in mul-
tiple experiments.

4.2 Experimental Settings
The testbed system involves only a retrieval stage and an
adaptation stage. Because the goal is to study the effective-
ness of adaptation, retention effects are not considered.

Retrieval Method
We implemented two similarity measures for retrieval. The
first is a 1-nearest neighbor search over the extracted features
f(x) = (x1, x2...), where all features are weighted equally.
The distance between two cases is calculated as the sum of
feature-wise L1 distances.

The second similarity measure is a Siamese network
trained on triplets of cases from the case base. The network’s
architecture is depicted in center right of Figure 2. The net-
work is trained by triplets of (a, p, n) generated on the fly:
given an anchor case a, a positive case p is another case cho-
sen from cases of the same age as anchor a, and a negative
case n is another case chosen from cases whose age is at
least 10 years different from that of anchor a. The network is
trained using the triplet margin loss:

L(a, p, n) = max(d(ai, pi)− d(ai, ni) +margin, 0)

where d(xi, yi) = ||xi− yi||p. In our implementation, we set
margin = 1 and p = 1.



Figure 2: Network Architectures of components of the Testbed System. Left: Base Regression Network Used in Regressor and DL-CDH.
Center Left: Baseline Regressor. Center Right: Siamese Network Used to Retrieve Cases of Similar Ages. Right: DL-CDH Used to Adapt
Initial Age Prediction from Retrieval

Adaptation Method
The network architecture of the testbed DL-CDH R2 is de-
picted in the right of Figure 2. We trained DL-CDH with pairs
of cases generated on the fly: For every training case x, an-
other random training case y is paired. We concatenate f(x)
and f(y) into a single vector concat(f(x), f(y)) as input to
represent their difference, and the age difference becomes the
expected output sol(x) − sol(y). For the purpose of valida-
tion, every validation case in the validation set is paired with
its nearest neighbor (under L1 distance) in the training case,
and all such pairs form the validation pair set for the training
of DL-CDH.

Baseline Models
For comparison, we implemented a neural network regressor
R1 that directly predicts solution sol(x) based on case fea-
tures f(x). The architecture is depicted in the center left of
Figure 2. To ensure fairness of the comparison, the baseline
regressor R1 uses the same inner architecture as R2 in DL-
CDH (as shown in the left of Figure 2). In other words, R1
and R2 share the same layers, number of neurons, and activa-
tion functions, but they are trained for different purposes: R1
learns to predict age sol(x) from feature set f(x), while R2
learns to predict age difference sol(x) − sol(y) from feature
difference concat(f(x), f(y)). The regressor is trained until
its error on the validation case set converges. Last, a constant
baseline is implemented by making predictions using the av-
erage label of all training samples.

In summary, four systems are compared in the experi-
ments: a constant baseline, baseline regressor, CBR sys-
tem with L1 distance as similarity measure and DL-CDH as
adaptation (referred as “L1 + adaptation”), and CBR system
with Siamese network as similarity measure and DL-CDH
as adaptation (referred as “Siamese + adaptation”). The ex-
perimental source code is available online1. All systems are
trained for 50 epochs using the Adam optimizer [Kingma and
Ba, 2017] and a learning rate of 10−4. After the training of

1https://github.com/ziweizhao1993/DL-CBH

each system, the model with the highest validation accuracy
is selected for testing.

4.3 Experimental Results
The testing errors of systems under different settings are
shown in Table 1. For the CBR systems, the error of ini-
tial solution by retrieval and the error of final solution after
adaptation are both shown.

Effects of the Adaptation by DL-CDH over Retrieval
By comparing the errors before and after adaptation in the
CBR systems, we observe that adaptation in general improves
the initial solution by retrieval, with only one exception: In
“Siamese + adaptation” under normal settings, on average the
adaptation actually provides worse solutions compared to the
initial solution by retrieval.

This is a phenomenon also observed and explained in
Leake and Ye [2021]. Because retrieval and adaptation are
trained independently, the two stages may be out of synchro-
nization. In the case of “Siamese + adaptation” under nor-
mal setting, the retrieval stage is well trained to retrieve cases
that are close to queries, while the adaptation stage is trained
on random pairs and capable of adapting for relatively larger
difference between case pairs. The adaptation stage is not
trained to handle the pairs of query and retrieved cases and
is therefore not guaranteed to improve the initial solution of
retrieval. Adaptation-guided retrieval might be a way to alle-
viate this problem. Leake and Ye [2021] further studies this
phenomenon and proposes an alternating optimization pro-
cess in response.

In “L1 + adaptation” or in “Siamese + adaptation” under
novel query settings, the retrieved cases are not as close to
the queries and the adaptation stage is more suited to handle
such adaptation. Therefore the initial solutions are consis-
tently improved by adaptation.

Comparison between Baseline Regressor and CBR
System
In the normal setting, the baseline regressor is the best per-
forming system. The CBR systems perform worse than the



Training
Age Range

Query
Age Range

Baseline L1 + Adaptation Siamese + Adaptation

Constant Regressor Retrieve Adapt Retrieve Adapt

Normal
Setting All All 12.94 5.9668 9.5805 8.1397 7.4944 7.8558

Novel
Query
Setting

20∼50
<20 14.7184 8.948 10.1784 9.1764 8.6156 8.0906

50∼70 25.8215 15.5101 17.3237 14.7365 14.8493 12.0175
>70 45.8084 32.7671 35.8406 32.1052 33.049 28.8334

Table 1: Average Error of Systems under Different Settings

regressor but better than the constant baseline. With abun-
dant data, the regressor consistently outperforms its counter-
part CBR systems because the regressor network is capable
of learning the domain knowledge well and handling non-
novel queries. This is not surprising given the quality of per-
formance achieved by deep learning provided with sufficient
data.

In the novel query setting, “L1 + adaptation” performs sim-
ilarly to or even better than the baseline regressor. Addition-
ally, “Siamese + adaptation” further improves upon “L1 +
adaptation” and is the best performing of all systems. As
novel queries become harder to solve (further from the train-
ing case distribution), the benefit of “Siamese + adaptation”
increases. This shows that adaptation knowledge learned by
DL-CDH indeed adapts the initial solution by retrieval to bet-
ter solve the queries, and if the initial solution is closer to the
real solution, the adaptation also tends to be more accurate.

The comparison between the baseline regressor and the
CBR system is consistent with the results and discussion in
Leake et al. [2021], where NN-CDH, the predecessor of DL-
CDH, performs worse than its counterpart regressor in an
easy task domain but better than the regressor in a domain
with novel queries. It also matches with the motivation of
Turner et al. [2019], where familiar queries are handled by a
CNN, but novel queries are handled by a CBR system.

5 Future Work
5.1 Extending to Classification Task Domains
NN-CDH has been extended to learn adaptation knowledge in
classification task domains [Ye et al., 2021]. As a descendent
of NN-CDH, DL-CDH can also be extended for classifica-
tion. As discussed in Section 2.1, CBR has been applied in
many image classification tasks using DL techniques, but the
adaptation stage is not a focus in any existing research. We
envision that DL-CDH, once extended for classification, can
be a natural extension for works such as Turner et al. [2018,
2019].

5.2 Image Adaptation Using DL-CDH and GAN
In work highly relevant to this study, Kenny and Keane [2020]
propose modifying extracted DL features to generate counter-
factual and semi-factual cases. They take the additional step
of recovering image from the modified features by using a
generative adversarial network. Inspired by their work, we
consider the features modified by DL-CDH as candidates to
project back to image space using a GAN.

In contrast to current models in adversarial-based adap-
tation [Karras et al., 2018; He et al., 2017], whose adapta-
tions are trained and used in a network doing end-to-end pro-
cessing, adaptations in DL-CDH are more localized; conse-
quently, they can be more transparent and subject to manual
control.

6 Conclusion
This study extends the neural network based case difference
heuristic approach by combining it with feature extraction
from a deep neural network. Its performance was evalu-
ated on a facial image data set for the task of age prediction.
Except for one situation in which retrieval and adaptation
are out-of-synchronization, adaptation by DL-CDH consis-
tently improves the initial solutions provided by retrieval. The
testbed DL-CDH system consistently outperforms its coun-
terpart neural network regressor when solving novel queries,
but it still loses to its counterpart for queries within the dis-
tribution of the extensive training data. However, we note
that the CBR system offers benefits beyond accuracy alone,
such as lazy learning and explanation by cases, enabling on-
line learning without costly retraining. The work suggests
future directions in extending DL-CDH for classification and
combining it with GANs to adapt images.
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